
Micro-constructionalization of semi-copulas in French: some side-roads off the beaten 

grammaticalization path 

 

This contribution explores the pathways of incipient grammaticalization of two pairs of (near-synonymic) 

semi-copulas (henceforth SCs): the change-of-state SCs tourner/virer ‘become’ (< ‘turn’) and the 

evidential reflexive SCs s’avérer/se révéler (‘turn out to be’) (19th cent.). Semi-copulas are linking verbs 

that share only part of the properties of semantically empty, full-fledged copular verbs, such as to be. The 

analysis is based on extensive corpus searches in the Frantext corpus (1100-2000), providing quantitative 

profiles of the complementation patterns of the verbs (= morpho-syntactic category; semantic class; cf. 

host class expansion, Himmelmann 2004), completed by a qualitative analysis of context. It benefits from 

the analytic methods and concepts offered by the diachronic CxG framework (Traugott & Trousdale 2013). 

 

Apart from some minor differences, the history of both pairs of verbs shows that the micro-

constructionalization of SCs crucially takes place within a network of interacting constructions taking them 

off the beaten grammaticalization (copularization) paths (Hengeveld 1992, Stassen 1997). This 

constructional interaction falls into two mechanisms. 

  

The first one concerns the interaction between oblique micro-constructions of an already bleached 

usage of the verb (cf. tourner à/en, virer à; se révéler comme) and their corresponding semi-copular 

micro-construction (tourner/virer + subject complement; se révéler + subject complement). It is 

hypothesized that the preposition facilitates the introduction of a nominal subject complement(-like) 

element (cf. tourner à/virer à, se révéler/s’avérer comme), before adjectival subject complements can 

appear (once the preposition has been dropped) : tourner à + N > tourner + N > tourner + Adj. This yields 

a cline exactly opposite to the beaten copularization path consisting of valency-integration of predicative 

adjuncts by bleached intransitive verbs, followed by lexical diffusion of the new subject complement slot 

along the cline A > N(P) (Hengeveld 1992, Stassen 1997). 

 

The second mechanism of SC-constructionalization that will be addressed is lexical attraction by a 

synonymic verb that attracts new verbs into the semi-copular construction. This is how virer and s’avérer 

joined the paradigm of SCs, after having been attracted respectively by tourner and se révéler, which had 

already adopted the semi-copular construction. Moreover, more recently, still other motion verbs such as 

basculer ‘topple over’ sombrer ‘sink’ etc. have seemingly joined the semi-copula paradigm. 

 

In sum, both case studies provide refreshing insights about the central role of analogization in 

copularization/constructionalization processes and about the complex constructional interactions within a 



diachronic constructional network through which new grammatical (micro-)constructions are susceptible to 

emerge. 
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